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 VARDHMAN INDUSTRIES (REGD.)  
MANUFACTURER & WHOLESALERS  
Deals in: All kinds of Sewing & Embroidery Threads All kinds of Threads 
Winding Machinery & All Items  
EMAIL ID: vardhmanindustries93@gmail.com  
PH. 9599311426 
ISO CERTIFIED COMPANY 
GST NO: 07AAUFV0365M1ZG  PAN NO:AAUFV0365M1ZG 
 

                      
 
                                      PROJECT REPORTS  
 

1. We are happy to know that you have shown your interest in threads business/industry. Our 
collaboration and co-operation is with you to run this business in professional manner and fulfil 
our mutual interest for a long period.  
 

2. A thread is the most necessary item in our life. Threads winding unit/Small Industry is quite 
profitable and very easy to install with less investment, Due to very excellent consumption the of 
future of this industries are very bright. 
 

 
3. This is a Small Scale industry ( Laghu Udyog ).  
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       4. It is Totally Related to all kind of Sewing & Embroidery threads, which make a Reels & Cones from                    

Bunches of Threads.  

a. REELS: Reels are used for stitching clothes/Garments etc   Houses & by Tailor.  

b. CONES: Cones are used for stitching Clothes/ Garments etc. Export houses .  

 

5).We will provide you Threads in 5-10 kilograms Bunches, Cones Tubes (nulkies) Bobbins and 

Wrappers. Its all Called Raw Material ( shown as pictures ).  

  CONES                  BOBBINS                          BUNCHES TUBES                                              (NULKIES)  
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6. Any kind of license / permission to set up this small scale industry is not required from any Authority as it is 

exempted by Govt. of India being a Small scale Industry / Business.  

7. We Have to convert/prepare Reels of 80mtrs to 500 mtrs . And Cones of 5000 mtrs to 20000 mtrs and return 

those Reels and Cones to us. There is no need worry about marketing and sale for your ready goods. We will take 

it from your giving you your profit/conversion charges.  

8. These Cones& Reels are prepaid with help of a machine. which with the help of ONE/HALF HP motor (1425RPM) 

.(Single phase Domestic light is required for running this motor) you have to purchase this ONE/HALF HP motor at 

your own cost for your convenient & further relief.  

9. This Machine(s) Runs with the Domestic (Single Phase) Electricity, It contains Single Phase / One Horse Power 

Motor and There is no need to have any Industrial / Commercial power light for running this Machine.  

10. If you opportunity to purchase this machine from us, we will arrange better and successful machine 

for you with packing, fitting and training.  

11. For this, as per the process, in the beginning, you have today / deposit token money i.e . 10% 

payment of total amount ( Machinery cost ) in our company bank account ( which will be adjust in final 

payment ).  

12. Then will be pass your order to manufacturer and it will take 2-3 days to reach our office, then we 

will inform you & you have to deposit 75% payment to total amount ( including token money ) in our 

company bank account then within 4 days you will get Machine with our Raw Material at your doorstep 

or at your nearest Transport office and you have to pay the transportation charge of machinery only.  

13. Then after receiving the machine you have to deposit balance payment 25% + GST payment of 

Machinery in the same bank Account then we will send a supervisor for installation & for proper 

training to operate and maintain you machine and you have to make arrangement for the stay & meals 

of supervisor / mechanic during training period . In the duration of training period you don’t have to 

pay any amount to supervisor / Mechanic. Our Trained Technician will give you the complete training 

for making the finished products. You have to provide him accommodation at you station.  

14. We would like to suggest you that now if you are willing to work with us so in the beginning start this 

business at small level and after the satisfactory response in each and every manner from our site then 

only increase this business step by step.  

 

Different size of Rooms are Required for different size of Machine (as following)  
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PROJECT- 1  

THREE HEADS MACHINE (WITHOUT MOTOR)  

Project cost : RS. 50,000/- GST EXTRA (without motor) 1425 RPM, 0.5 H.P.  

  

Required Space : 8 x 8 Feet (One Room) Production :10 kg. (per 8 hours)  

Electricity : Domestic single phase ( 200 unit per month)  

Profit :250 per kg  

Cost of raw material :Rs.400/- per kg  

(if lost or destroyed at your place, you have to pay) Agreement :1 to 5 years ( its depends on you)  

PROJECT- 2  
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Project cost : RS. 70,000/- GST EXTRA (six heads without motor) 1425 RPM , 1.0 H.P.  

Required Space : 10 x 10 Feet (One Room) Production :18 kg. (per 8 hours)  

Electricity : Domestic single phase ( 400 unit per month)  

Profit :250 per kg  

Cost of raw material :Rs.400/- per kg  

(if lost or destroyed at your place, you have to pay) Agreement :1 to 5 years ( its depends on you)  

PROJECT - 3  

EIGHT HEADS MACHINE (WITHOUT MOTOR)  

 

Project cost : RS. 95,000/- GST EXTRA (eight heads without motor) 1425 RPM , 1.5 H.P.  

Required Space : 10 x 10 Feet (One Room) Production :25 kg. (per 8 hours)  

Electricity : Domestic single phase ( 550 unit per month) 

 Profit :250 per kg  

Cost of raw material :Rs.400/- per kg  

(if lost or destroyed at your place, you have to pay) Agreement :1 to 5 years ( its depends on you)  

 

PROJECT -4  

TEN HEADS MACHINE ( WITHOUT MOTOR )  
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Project cost : RS. 115,000/- GST EXTRA (Twelve 

heads without motor) 1425 RPM , 2.0 H.P.  

Required Space : 15 x 15 Feet (One Room) 

Production :35 kg. (per in 8 hours)  

Electricity : Domestic single phase ( 700 unit 

per month) Profit :250 per kg  

Cost of raw material :Rs.400/- per kg  

(if lost or destroyed at your place, you have to 

pay) Agreement :1 to 5 years ( its depends on 

you )  
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Cost of raw material :Rs.400/- per kg  
(if lost or destroyed at your place, you have to pay)  
Agreement :1 to 5 years ( its depends on you)  
 

PROJECT -5  

TWELVE HEADS MACHINE ( WITHOUT MOTOR )  

Project cost : RS. 130,000/- GST EXTRA (Twelve heads without motor) 1425 RPM , 2.0 H.P.  

Required Space : 15 x 15 Feet (One Room) Production :50 kg. (per in 8 hours)  

Electricity : Domestic single phase ( 700 unit per month) 

 Profit :250 per kg  

Cost of raw material :Rs.400/- per kg  

(if lost or destroyed at your place, you have to pay) Agreement :1 to 5 years ( its depends on 

you )  

TRANSPORTATION  

Raw Material will be sent to you by transport and transportation charges will be Rs. 6 

to 8/- per kg. Approx. Raw Material: Again raw material will be provide to you lot 

wise after receiving previous material/finished goods (lot wise) and you have to pay 

400/- per kg. If raw material will be damage or last at your place/by you.  

We are requesting you to kindly visit our Company Once to have your complete practical 

knowledge and fully Satisfaction. You will be see and Understand different types of Running 

Machines/ Quality/ Space. 
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